
About Arbor-Nomics Turf: Arbor-Nomics provides comprehensive lawn and 
ornamental tree and shrub care services to residences throughout Atlanta 
and surrounding areas. Emphasizing excellent customer service delivered 
by knowledgeable Certified Landscape Specialists, Arbor-Nomics is a 
recipient of multiple Angie’s List Super Service Awards.
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PRESS RELEASE

Atlanta Lawn Care Company Arbor-Nomics Turf Makes 
the Inc. 5000 List of Fastest-Growing U.S. Companies

ATLANTA, GA, October 28, 2015   

Arbor-Nomics® Turf, Inc., a top-ranked Atlanta lawn 
care provider, has for the seventh time earned 
a spot on Inc. magazine’s list of the 5000 fastest-
growing private companies in America.  Only a 
small fraction of the millions of companies that 
could be eligible for consideration are selected. 
Among the criteria a company must meet to make 
the list is consistent growth over a three-year 
tracking period. And for the period leading up to 
Inc.’s 2015 list, the competition was stiff, with an 
impressive average growth of 490% and aggregate 
revenue of $205 billion. The 5000’s also collectively 
generated almost 650,000 jobs.

The company, who delivers lawn and ornamental 
tree and shrub care to homeowners in the metro 
Atlanta area, emphasizes excellent customer 
service and provides Atlanta lawn care from highly 
trained, knowledgeable field techs.

Every tech, known as a Certified Landscape 
Specialist, or CLS, undergoes extensive training 
before ever treating a customer’s property. Once 
in the field, CLSs receive ongoing education and 
are required to attain state certification in handling 
and applying pesticides safely and effectively. 
Throughout the industry, it’s typical for a lawn care 
company to have only one or two employees with 
this certification.

Another differentiator for the Atlanta lawn care 
company is that the same CLS or team takes care 
of the same property visit after visit.

“Our techs get to really know the properties 
they’re taking care of,” adds Bare. “They can notice 
changes over time and advise customers on steps 
they can take to keep their lawns, trees and shrubs 
healthy and looking great.”

Atlanta’s Local Lawn Care Company

“This is great news for the economy 
and for us. As a smaller, local Atlanta 
lawn care company, we really work 
hard to keep our customers and our 
employees with us for the long haul. 
And recognition like this shows that it 
makes a difference.”
Dick Bare, Arbor-Nomics CEO/President


